Capbox Kits

Made in the U.S.A.

English Capbox kit, round, wax cast
From a Gentleman's Sporting Rifle, the original engraving is visible on the lid. Spring and screws are sold separately.

- **#PB-Eng-B** capbox kit, with lid, wax cast brass
  - Only $26.99
- **#PB-Eng-I** capbox kit, with lid, wax cast steel
  - Only $19.99

H. E. Leman "Wilted Lilly" Capbox kit, #PB-Leman-B or I
Used on Leman Plains and Indian Trade rifles. Wax cast lid has pin ends. Requires minor fitting and a flat spring. Use #8 x 1/2" screws.

- **#PB-Leman-B** capbox, wax cast brass
  - Only $25.50
- **#PB-Leman-I** capbox, wax cast steel
  - Only $24.50

Plains Rifle Capbox kit, wax cast

- **#PB-Plains-B** capbox kit with lid, brass
  - Only $27.99
- **#PB-Plains-I** capbox kit with lid, iron
  - Only $22.99

Hawken Rifle Capbox kit, wax cast

- **#PB-Hawk-1-B** capbox kit with lid, brass
  - Only $27.99
- **#PB-Hawk-1-I** capbox kit with lid, iron
  - Only $22.99

Plains Rifle capbox kit, iron

- **#PB-Trade-I** capbox kit, iron
  - Only $24.99

Hawken Rifle Capbox kit, wax cast

- **#PB-Hawk-1-B** capbox kit with lid, brass
  - Only $27.99
- **#PB-Hawk-1-I** capbox kit with lid, iron
  - Only $22.99

English Capbox kit, round, wax cast

- **#PB-Eng-B** capbox kit, with lid, wax cast brass
  - Only $26.99
- **#PB-Eng-I** capbox kit, with lid, wax cast steel
  - Only $19.99

H. E. Leman “Wilted Lilly” Capbox kit, #PB-Leman-B or I
Used on Leman Plains and Indian Trade rifles. Wax cast lid has pin ends. Requires minor fitting and a flat spring. Use #8 x 1/2" screws.

- **#PB-Leman-B** capbox, wax cast brass
  - Only $25.50
- **#PB-Leman-I** capbox, wax cast steel
  - Only $24.50

Plains Rifle Capbox kit, wax cast

- **#PB-Plains-B** capbox kit, brass, with lid
  - Only $32.99
- **#PB-Plains-I** capbox kit, wax cast steel
  - Only $29.99
- **#PB-Plains-S** capbox, wax cast nickel
  - Only $39.99

Pin-3-32 dowel pin, 3/32" tempered steel

- Only $0.50

Screw-6x1/2 wood screw, #6 x 1/2" slotted

- Only $0.20

Long spring, .032" tempered steel sold separately

- Only $1.60